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Introduction

Rate of visual media 
consumption has 
increased the rate of 
crimes and frauds.

Low cost digital imaging 
devices available with 
advanced features along 
with free* and cheap digital 
storage services.

Easy to manipulate the 
visual media using latest 
and advanced low-cost 
editing softwares. 



Introduction

➔ The credibility of digital multimedia content is no longer be taken for granted. 
➔ Altering, tampering and forging content is a serious threat for forensic applications 

such as: 
1. Forging property, insurance, certificates, banking documents. 
2. Creating fake suicide notes and fake answer scripts. 
3. Image manipulation in medicine, justice, news reporting and accounting 

professions, etc 



Introduction



Our Focus : Forged Text Detection



Applications: Video annotation or video 
understanding at semantic level



Forged text detection in Videos

➔

➔

➔

➔
(a) Scene text image             (b) Caption (tampered) text 
image 



Applications: IMEI number forgery detection to Avoid 
smuggling and illegal selling, second handle mobile selling



Forged text detection in still images
➔ Forensics and Forgery 

identification.

➔ Copy-paste and insertion 
operation are used.

➔ Hard to notice the difference 
between the original images 
and the forged ones.

➔ Detect smart phones for 
stealing and smuggling 
them illegally. 

➔ Second handle mobile selling



Applications: Avert breaching of airport security (Air 
ticket forgery). 



Forged text detection in documents

➔ Avert breaching of 
airport security (Air ticket 
forgery). 

➔ Reduce crimes in 
Forged property 
documents for ill 
intentions.

➔ Fake suicide note 
detection in crimes.

➔ Detect fake certificates.



Literature Review:

The methods are classified in three broad categories:

1. Forged text detection in Videos  

2. Forged text detection in still images 

3. Altered text detection in documents



1. Forged text detection in Videos



Implementation of Existing Methods



2. Forged text detection in Still Images



Implementation of Existing Methods



3. Forged text detection in documents



Implementation of Existing Methods



Summary of Review: 
1. Methods are good when there are 

clear differences between forged 
and genuine text. 

2. Fails at a minute difference at the 
pixel level or character levels. 

3. Most use images/documents that 
do not suffer from degradations, 
noises, blur, poor quality, and 
ageing for forgery detection. 

4. Scope limited to single multimedia 
type only. 



Problem Statement

Development of a unified robust system that can 
detect forged text in video, still images and 
document images in images affected by 
distortion, noise, blur environment.



Proposed Datasets
1. Caption-Scene text classification Dataset (Video): We detect caption and scene text images from 

the Concert, Recipe, Craft, Teleshopping and Yoga action class images, which consists of 2814 text 
images including caption and scene texts.

2. Forged Video text dataset (Video): Our dataset includes 171 forged images by copy-paste 
operation, 215 images by insertion operation and 386 images are original images, which totally 
gives 772 images for experimentation.

3. IMEI forgery dataset (Still images): Contains of 500 forged and 500 original text from IMEI 
images. Total of 1000 images.

4. Air tickets dataset (Documents): Contains of 500 forged and 500 original text images with total 
1000 images.

5. Forged Documents dataset (Documents): Contains 110 altered text line images and the same 
number of original text line images, which gives a total of 220 text line images for experimentation. 



Standard Datasets
1. Roy et. al dataset (Video): This dataset consists of 900 caption and 650 scene texts 

from video images, which gives a total of 1550 text images for experimentation.

2. Bharadwaj et. al Dataset (Video): Consists of two sets of images of different 
resolutions, namely, set-1 that contains 1280 × 720 pixels and set-2 that contains 1920 
× 1080 pixels images. Set-1 provide 2233 and Set-2 provide 2415, which gives total 
4648 images for experimentation.  

3. ICPR FDC 2018 Dataset (Still images): Dataset from ICPR 2018 Fraud Detection 
Contest (FDC). Provides 301 altered samples extracted from the ground truth given in 
the dataset and we select 527 original (unaltered) samples, which gives a total of 828 
images for experimentation. 

4. Altered Handwriting dataset (Documents): It includes four classes of Original, 
Altered, Blurred and Noisy text with tampering done at the word level. Each class 
contains 200 images, it gives a total of 800 images for experimentation. 



Evaluation Metrics
1. Confusion Matrix: Also known as an error matrix, is a specific table layout that 

allows visualization of the performance of an algorithm in Statistical 
Classification.

2. Average Classification Rate: Classification rate is defined as the number of 
images classified correctly by the proposed method divided by the actual number 
of images. The average classification rate is defined as the mean of diagonal 
elements of the confusion matrix.

3. Recall, Precision, F-measure:  Precision quantifies the number of positive 
class predictions that actually belong to the positive class. Recall quantifies the 
number of positive class predictions made out of all positive examples in the 
dataset. F-Measure provides a single score that balances both the concerns of 
precision and recall in one number.



Research Objectives
1. To develop a new method for forged text detection in video images 

through classification of tampered text and natural scene text. 

2. To propose a new method for forged text detection in natural scene 
images by exploring Fourier spectrum analysis. 

3. To explore a new method for detecting altered text in the document 
images based on fusion and reconstruction of the images. 

4. To design and develop a unified method for detecting forgery in video, 
natural scene and document images.



Research Questions
1. What is the way to investigate a method for forged detection through 

classification of tampered text and scene text in videos? 

2. How to explore and employ Fourier spectrum analysis to detect the 
forgery in natural images?

3. By what means one can approach fusion and reconstruction methods 
to spot the changes caused by forgery in document images?

4. How to develop a unified method for detecting forgery which can 
adapt to multiple multimedia formats such as video, natural scene and 
document images? 



Research Objective-1

RO1: To develop a new method for forged text 
detection in video images through classification of 
tampered text and natural scene text. 

RQ1: What is the way to investigate a method for 
forged detection through classification of tampered text 
and scene text in videos? 



Methodology: Caption and Scene text classification in Video



1.

2.

3.

4.

(a) DCT and FFT Coefficients for Reconstructed Image-1



(b) Chebyshev-Harmonic-Fourier-Moments (CHFM) for 
Image Reconstruction-2

1. CHFM Basis Function : 

2. Image Reconstruction from CHFM : 



(c) Deep CNN for Classification of Caption and Scene Text

Final layer vector for Caption and Scene Images



Experimental Results

Ablation Study of the Proposed method Comparison with latest existing methods on our 
dataset



Related Publication
ICPRAI 2020 10th DAS 2020 25th ICPR 2020



Related Publication
International Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence (IJPRAI 2020)



Research Objective-2

RO2: To propose a new method for forged text 
detection in natural scene images by exploring Fourier 
spectrum analysis. 

RQ2: How to explore and employ Fourier spectrum 
analysis to detect the forgery in natural images? 



Methodology: Forged IMEI and Air ticket number detection in 
Images

Input
Fourier- Phase 
Spectrum for 

DCT 

Circular Mean 

Circular Variance 

Circular Skewness

Circular Kurtosis 

SVM 
Classifier Output



(a)  Phase Spectrum for DCT 

1. Calculating Real DCT 
Transforms

2. Combining the above 
four real transforms

3. Getting complex fourier 
transform for DCT 



(a) Phase Spectrum for DCT 

Fourier Phase for IMEI number and air ticket images
DCT-Fourier-Phase images and the respective 

reconstructed images for IMEI and air ticket 
images  



(b)  Phase-Statistics for Forged Detection

1. Circular Mean (CM): Computes the circular mean in a rectangular 
based coordinate system

2. Circular Variance (CV): This feature is established to describe the 
distribution of data around the mean

3. Circular Skewness (CS): Circular skewness provides information 
about the shape and symmetry of phase data,

4. Circular Kurtosis (CK): Indicates how tall and sharp the peak is in 
the phase data distribution. 

Finally Pass all four features in SVM for final output prediction



Experimental Results



Experimental Results

Results on Roy et. al and Bharadwaj et. al datasets
Results on ICPR FDC dataset



Related Publication
Expert Systems with Applications: Journal Published



Research Objective-3

RO3: To explore a new method for detecting altered text 
in the document images based on fusion and 
reconstruction of the images.

RQ3: By what means one can approach fusion and 
reconstruction methods to spot the changes caused by 
forgery in document images? 



Altered text and handwriting detection in Documents

Adaptive Variance Weighted 
Fusion



(a) Positive and Negative DCT Coefficient Fusion (PNDF)

Positive, negative and zero coefficient 
distributions of the original and altered images. The steps for fusing the positive and negative DCT 



(b)  R G B Color Channels Fusion (RGBF) 



(c)  Features Extraction

Study to Determining the feasible 
number of bins for histogram to 

extract features. 



(c)  DNN for Altered Text Detection



Experimental Results
Results on Altered documents dataset, ICPR 

FDC and IMEI number dataset



Related Publication
Transactions on Information Forensics 

and Security (IFS)



Research Objective-4

RO4: To design and develop a unified method for 
detecting forgery in video, natural scene and document 
images.

RQ4: How to develop a unified method for detecting 
forgery which can adapt to multiple multimedia formats 
such as video, natural scene and document images? 

 



Work Ongoing: Unified Method for forgery detection in Video, 
Scene and Document images

Input Image
Deep Neural 

Network Output



(a) Brightness Distribution Analysis



(b) Spectrum Shape Analysis

Principal axes (green color line) for the original text and the forged text attacked by 
copy-paste and insertion operations

Feature Extraction: 
PCA angle for each 

track in the spectrum



(c)  Features Aggregation and Deep NN classifier

Normalized feature vector Input Deep Neural Network Classifier



Work Remaining

1. Experiments and Evaluation on our and standard datasets on 
Unified method.

2. Experiments to check the robustness of the method by effects of 
noise and blur classes.

3. Adding more classes to the existing Four-class Altered 
handwritten documents dataset by introducing noise and 
blurriness to forged images.



Related Publication
IET Image Processing Journal  IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (TMM)



Scope and Limitations of the Study 
1. Classification of tampered text (Caption) and natural text in Video images

2. Limited to detect tampering at text level and not in the scope to detect the 
forgery at visual context level or general image forgery.

3. Method can be used to detect text forgery in still images such as IMEI number 
images, and in other images with copy-paste and insertion operations.

4. Not in scope of the method to detect the forgery through splicing which is a 
result of two source images for forgery

5. Can be helpful in detection of forgery in plain PDF, Handwritten texts and 
printed text documents.

6. Not in scope to detect forgery in decorated documents such as banking 
insurances, where there are pictures, logo embedded in text. 



Conclusion of the Study
1. Hybrid Method for Caption and Scene Text Classification in Action Video Images 

using new fusion concept to integrate the advantages of Fourier and DCT 
coefficients to obtain the reconstructed image.

2. Forged IMEI Numbers and Air Ticket Detection using the magnitude of DCT and 
the phase of Fourier, which are combined in a new way for generating a 
phase-spectrum.

3. A method for Detecting Altered Text in Document and handwriting Images using 
DCT coefficients fused image and RGB fused image which exploits frequency 
domain and spatial domain simultaneously for feature extraction. 

4. Unified method of Forged Text Detection in Video, Scene and Document Images 
using FFT coefficients and Fourier spectrum shape analysis.



All Publications
Proceedings Title Status

1 Expert Systems with Applications Journal (ESWA) DCT-Phase Statistics for Forged IMEI Numbers and Air 
Ticket Detection Published

2 10th IAPR workshop on Document Analysis Systems 
(DAS 2020)

A New Common Points Detection based Method for 
Classification of 2D and 3D Text in Video/Scene Images Published

3 25th International Conference on Pattern Recognition 
(ICPR 2020)

Chebyshev-Harmonic-Fourier-Moments and Deep CNNs for 
Detecting Forged Handwriting Accepted

4 25th International Conference on Pattern Recognition 
(ICPR 2020)

Local Gradient Difference Based Mass Features for 
Classification of 2D-3D Natural Scene Text Images  Accepted

5 International Conference on Pattern Recognition and 
Artificial Intelligence (ICPRAI 2020)

A New Method For Detecting Altered Text in Document 
Images Published

6 International Conference on Pattern Recognition and 
Artificial Intelligence (ICPRAI 2020)

A New Method for Caption and Scene
Text Classification in Action Video Images Published

7 IET Image Processing Journal Forged Text Detection in Video, Scene and Document 
Images Under Revision

8 IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and Security 
(IFS)

Deep Conformable Moments based Technique for Altered 
Handwriting Detection Under Revision

9 IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (TMM) 3DTDS: 3D Video Text Detection System Under Revision

10 International Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial 
Intelligence (IJPRAI 2020)

A New Method For Detecting Altered Text in Document 
Images Submitted

11 International Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial 
Intelligence (IJPRAI 2020)

A New Hybrid Method for Caption and Scene
Text Classification in Action Video Images Submitted



Conclusion
1. We proposed novel methods along with the unified method for forgery detection.

2. The proposed methods explores characteristics of brightness distribution, shapes of spectrum, 
Phase statistics for extracting features in DCT, FFT domains. 

3. Proposed methods integrates the features and take advantages of deep neural networks. 

4. To validate the proposed method, we conduct experiments on our proposed four datasets along with 
four Standard datasets 

5. We Show that the proposed method is effective and generic in each type of multimedia format. 

6. Multimodal and robust to different situations, it can be implemented in real time environments in 
future.



Thanks!

Questions?


